How to find the place of meeting

The meeting will take place at the Faculty of Human Sciences (Gremienraum, Klosterstraße 79 b (222a) (1st floor), 50931 Köln).

The University of Cologne offers an interactive map on its website (unfortunately only in German).

The building is #211 on this map marked in red: [http://www.uni-koeln.de/bin2/where.pl?parent.geb221](http://www.uni-koeln.de/bin2/where.pl?parent.geb221).

The closest tram station is Universitätsstraße (lines 1 and 7).

To find out about the public transportation options, please check [http://auskunft.kvb-koeln.de/kvb/cgi/page/eingabeRoute?lang=UK](http://auskunft.kvb-koeln.de/kvb/cgi/page/eingabeRoute?lang=UK).